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1)Version history. 
version:1.0[8-30-2002]. 
-first FAQ. 
-contain all weapon code. 
-plyer 1 life code. 
-player 1 max score code. 
-player 1 infinite key code. 
-player 2 life code. 

version:1.1[10-8-2002] 
-second FAQ. 
-cover some of my mistakes. 

version:1.2[10-11-2002] 
-third FAQ. 
-add copyright issue. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2)Introduction 
I made this guide is to help you to beat the game and i do not  
responsible if some strange things happen if you use this guide. 
Anyway,this guide is totally free.If you found any other codes, 
please e-mail me or leave a message in GameFAQ's message board. 
Please tell me too if you found some codes are not working correctly. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3)PAR Codes(Pro Action Replay Codes) 
You must have ZSNES emulator to get these codes work. 
It is not a game-genie code. 

PLAYER 1 CODES 

7E1CB80A:Infinite life 



7E1E7399:Max score 
7E1E7499:Max score 

7E1D0C09:Infinite key 

7E1CCC99:Have machine gun with infinite ammo 
7E1CCD09:Have machine gun with infinite ammo 

7E1CCE99:Have extinguisher with infinite ammo 
7E1CCF09:Have extinguisher with infinite ammo 

7E1CD099:Bubble Gun with infinite ammo 
7E1CD109:Bubble Gun with infinite ammo 

7E1CD299:Have grass cutter with infinite ammo 
7E1CD309:Have grass cutter with infinite ammo 

7E1CD499:Have rotator with infinite ammo 
7E1CD509:Have rotator with infinite ammo 

7E1CD699:Have rocket with infinite ammo 
7E1CD709:Have rocket with infinite ammo 

7E1CD899:Have bomb 1 with infinite ammo 
7E1CD909:Have bomb 1 with infinite ammo 

7E1CDA99:Have bomb 2 with infinite ammo 
7E1CDB09:Have bomb 2 with infinite ammo 

7E1CDC99:Have ice-cream with infinite ammo 
7E1CDD09:Have ice-cream with infinite ammo 

7E1CDE99:Have banana with infinite ammo 
7E1CDF09:Have banana with infinite ammo 

7E1CE099:Have plate with infinite ammo 
7E1CE109:Have plate with infinite ammo 

7E1CE299:Have knife and fork with infinite ammo 
7E1CE309:Have knife and fork with infinite ammo 

7E1CE499:Have football with infinite ammo 
7E1CE509:Have football with infinite ammo 

7E1CE699:Have fire extinguisher with infinite ammo 
7E1CE709:Have fire extinguisher with infinite ammo 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLAYER 2 CODES 

7E1CBA0A:Infinite life 

7E1CEC99:Have machine gun with infinite ammo 
7E1CED09:Have machine gun with infinite ammo 

7E1CEE99:Have extinguisher with infinite ammo 
7E1CEF09:Have extinguisher with infinite ammo 



7E1CF099:Bubble Gun with infinite ammo 
7E1CF109:Bubble Gun with infinite ammo 

7E1CF299:Have grass cutter with infinite ammo 
7E1CF309:Have grass cutter with infinite ammo 

7E1CF499:Have rotator with infinite ammo 
7E1CF509:Have rotator with infinite ammo 

7E1CF699:Have rocket with infinite ammo 
7E1CF709:Have rocket with infinite ammo 

7E1CF899:Have bomb 1 with infinite ammo 
7E1CF909:Have bomb 1 with infinite ammo 

7E1CFA99:Have bomb 2 with infinite ammo 
7E1CFB09:Have bomb 2 with infinite ammo 

7E1CFC99:Have ice-cream with infinite ammo 
7E1CFD09:Have ice-cream with infinite ammo 

7E1CFE99:Have banana with infinite ammo 
7E1CFF09:Have banana with infinite ammo 

7E1D0099:Have plate with infinite ammo 
7E1D0109:Have plate with infinite ammo 

7E1D0299:Have knife and fork with infinite ammo 
7E1D0309:Have knife and fork with infinite ammo 

7E1D0499:Have football with infinite ammo 
7E1D0509:Have football with infinite ammo 

7E1D0699:Have fire extinguisher with infinite ammo 
7E1D0709:Have fire extinguisher with infinite ammo 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4)About Upgrade 
this guide will be update if i find some new codes or you send the  
codes that you found to me.But, that's all for now. 
I am now working on : 
1-player 1 has medicine code 
2-player 2 has key code 
3-player 2 has medicine code 
4-player 2 has max score code 
5-no zombie code 
If you want to request some code that you could't found 
in this FAQ,leave your message too.That's all for now.Thank you. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5)Copyright issue 
This PAR Codes FAQ is copyright 2002 Solomon warrior. 
You can only have this FAQ for your personal use. 
This FAQ is not for sale and you can only get this FAQ at 
www.gamefaqs.com 
You can't put this FAQ at your Web page without my permission. 
Please e-mail me too if you found this FAQ at the web site  
other than www.gamefaqs.com 
If you want put this document on your web page,just email me 
for permission. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 



6)Credits 
I made this FAQ and found those code all on my own and this FAQ 
can only be found at www.gamefaqs.com 
Please e-mail me if you see this FAQ appear at the other web site. 
Special thanks to: 
CJayC
-post this FAQ. 
ENJOY THE GAME!!!!!!! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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